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Please find attached our illustrated representation demonstrating key flaws in SPH's
application. We urge you to reject their application to allow the applicant time to get
suitable documentation and plans together for a sustainable project.
Yours sincerely
Jane & Mads Huuse
--
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Deadline 8 representation
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Please find this illustrated account of items, among
many, that are unresolved and concerning residents in
Waunfawr, should a DCO be granted.
Our principal concerns are the noise and construction
traffic associated with penstock tunnelling from Q1
and the Q1 excavation and slate dumping operations
for which wholly inadequate noise modelling has
been provided and unrepresentative noise receptors
chosen.
At the present stage it seems that crucial aspects of
the development including traffic, noise and pollution
of water courses will reside outside the DCO and as
such will be unlikely to be rigorously regulated. This
will condemn residents to living in a major
construction site for 5 years!
We are shocked and disappointed that AECOM and
the applicant has chosen to ignore and failed to
answer questions and concerns from residents and
the ExA and this does not bode well for how they
might handle a green light decision.
Even if the project is deemed to be of national
importance, please consider rejecting the application
to allow the applicant to get their facts and mitigation
measures in order, and to allow a construction
method and route to be chosen that minimizes the
impact on local communities (as opposed to the
maximum impact approach chosen in the present
application)
If this project was done in a considerate manner and
with minimal impact it could form a model for future
developments but the present state of affairs does
not bode well, should this application set the
precedent for future developments of battery storage.

•
•

•

•

•

The noise modelling is completely flawed as it
assumes penstock drill and blast from Q6 when the
current plan is to drill from Q1 [slides 1-9]
We remain extremely concerned about the
proposed transformation of Fford Cefn Du into an
industrial grade concrete lined monstrosity [slides
10-11, 18-20]
The Construction Traffic Management Plan is
extremely biased in favour of a developer who
would practically have free hands to do as they
please at the cost of the community and residents.
Please help us! [slides 12-17]
The proposed traffic and noise from hilltop
construction will amount to residents inhabiting a
major construction site for up to 6 years. Surely
nobody deserves this? [slides 10-11, 18-20]
The land swap is completely unfair to communities
and recreational users of Cefn Du – acres of recently
felled and swampy hillside in return for a beautiful
hilltop location with views of Snowdon [slides 2123]

1

Sites in Waunfawr not considered (see slide 2)! This is flawed!!
As penstock & Q1 construction activities are now focused
above Waunfawr, and the majority of construction traffic for the
build is to be routed along Fford Cefn Du past many residences
we are surprised that background sound monitoring along this
route is still lacking.
No night time noise maps produced for 24h penstock activities
just outside the village. Submitted noise model only relates to
tunnelling from Q6.
Noise modelling of the impact this will have on the
residents/visitors is of key importance and yet missing from this
DCO application?
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AECOM’S Map of location w
Sound monitoring has been

The largest part of the “Glyn Rho
site is sited above Waunfawr yet
needed? There will be 24/h acce
worker’s facilities and the noisies
(see later slides) perched on the
and night. The NE rim of Q1 is in
Snowdon and on still days, const
be clearly audible across large pa

3
List of noisy equipment which is likely to be
operational for at least a year, possibly many,
24/7 above Waunfawr

Allows for 24/h concrete delivery along Fford Cefn Du?

Mixed up?

24/7 conveyor at Q1
This surely means waste
is being brought up and dumped above
the village at night. Please do not allow in DCO.

Huge amount of noise from six MT41’s. Already off road motorbikes racing round the
existing slate heaps can be easily heard from residents gardens along Fford Cefn Du.

Noise modelling needed for the large equipment above Q1 to ascertain the real
noise pollution threat to the villages of Waunfawr, Fachwen, Deiniolen and Llanberis
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These cannot make sense: please take a closer look.
What are these predictions based on? AECOM Q1 noise modelling maps do not have
any noise at 45 dB reaching the residents of Waunfawr. Is it not really convenient
that these levels are within their proposed “no action needed” limits? Also there is
no night time model outputs provided to the ExA. This is when the background noise
levels are likely to extremely low and thus the magnitude of nuisance the greatest.

Wondering if
this was meant
to be 54 dB too?

How can the noise from the Powerhouse in
Llanberis be more noisy than cranes, generators etc.
Stationed on the hill immediately above these houses?

How can these be the lowest
Values estimated yet they
are closest to the Q1
(main entrance to the
penstock) where all the noisy
machinery will be stationed
above ground and
operational 24/7?

This table is nonsense and misleading - Probably churned out prior to the decision
to tunnel from Q1.
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Unrealistic? Forest SW of Q1 has been felled and residents in the
Hafod Oleu’s hear noise from the current slate heap when
motor cross bikes are out. Conveniently odd model?
Why does noise drop off immediately here
If the forest was used as the main barrier
This is no longer the case as it was felled.
New model needed.

More realistic?

Does this campsite know?
Odd margin – arbitrary cut off
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Construction noise?

Unrealistic SPH model
Lots of residents could be affected by
construction related noise, especially night time noise pollution

Felled forest not efficient noise barrier
Only reason noise is stopped to west over village on map above?
Modelling based on out of date information

~935,000 m 3
2 million tonnes
six MT41’s = lot of noise

Conveniently 45-49 dB level
stops short of houses in this
model.
Where are the maps for
noise sources related to
night time “tunnelling
activities” including 24/h
use of MT41s/concrete
deliveries along the haulage
route (assuming this is from
the To
tunnel
Q1 to tip in picture
to right) + generators,
ventilators and batching
machinery perched above
Q1.

7
Flawed Modelling of effects on Waunfawr community!
Incorrect! Tunnelling according to SPH will occur
from Q1 end therefore this is not useful for the
majority of the time. All of the equipment
Will be stationed and operating 24/h at Q1.
Surely we need to see results of modelling of night
time noise. How will the ExA be able to
grant the DCO consent without the correct info.?

8 Penstock/and associated works night time noise pollution could be far reaching
Night time tunnelling operations have not been correctly modelled. At present the ExA
has only the model for noise pollution if the tunnel is to be constructed from the Q6
end not Q1 (which is the current plan). Surely this is important to be able to ascertain
the likely impact this will have on the Gwynedd communities?

Q1
Q6

If tunnelling was to commence from Q6
end. Some chance of buffering the noise
due to slate heaps/trees

Snowdon Track
High Visibility of Dam from Snowdon. Yellow & Orange construction site/workers facilities /slate dump with > 200
vehicles reaching site daily in busy months (50 + HGVs)? Purple; Dam Red bottom Reservoir, Black associated
temporary slate heap.

9

E26

Unresolved!
Q1
Possible new slag?

Felled forest

Blight from
construction
traffic noise

Construction activities at
Q1 including night time
tunnelling could have a
wide noise pollution
envelope. No models
provided for penstock
construction from Q1 and
heavy construction traffic
noise along Fford Cefn Du
Thus crucial documents
for DCO consideration
appear to be missing?
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Major concern over permanent road widening, permanent passing spaces, change in
character of lane, generation of fast traffic, ruining the much loved circular walks that
feed to this location from the village footpaths

Major Construction noise
impacting heavily on residents
physical and mental health
(years and years of disruption)
Noise entering residents
Roof spaces (no where to escape noise)

Q1
SPH propose passing spaces
every 170 m and to widening the road
5-8 m in places. This will ruin this road forever
as well as force those living in cottages along the
lane to be now be described as “ living along the industrial
access route to the DAM. (Blight)

If large HGVs/vans have to wait in passing
spaces close to houses for up going traffic
straining up steep gradients this is going to generate major noise
pollution (hydraulic air brakes/chugging engines).
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Impossible to get two
HGVs or large vans
past each other for
large sections of this
road (houses on both
sides prevent widening)

B

Safety: Very narrow no options for construction traffic to
pull in for down coming residents. No Pavements!

Penstock and Q1 Access Gridlock
A
B
D

C

4m
SAFETY : Lorries will take up
whole width of lane
between houses. No where
for residents and walkers to
get out of their way!

A

C

For this whole stretch there is only
One car-sized designated passing space.
When residents are at home there will be no where
for lorries/vans to pull over. Letting this scheme go
ahead in its current form (access to Q1/ penstock) will
leave this village in gridlock despite the unqualified
reassurances by SPH that it will be “just Dandy”!

D

Does SPH intend to cut into
bank destroying ancient walls
leaving reinforced steel
monstrosity.

SAFETY: Blind bend with
drives accessing it
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SPH have popped in some quick escape clauses
in this latest round. Perhaps under the impression
The ExA has already come to a decision in their favour?
1)

Who decides this? On a steep hill the lorry driver may
always feel it safer to keep moving and ask up going
traffic/ walkers/ riders to yield in case of break failure?
2)

That means our drives will become passing spaces,
we will have to wait for 10’s minutes for their traffic
to pass. Are you happy with this backtracking?
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3)

4)

Most HGV’s could be considered large deliveries. With up 78 HGVs
each day, this could mean residents will always have to use the
carpark?
Are SPH and Gwynedd Council planning on putting double yellows
outside residents houses?
Some of us live another kilometre up the road.

So that is a no to the ExA’s and Jane Huuse’s question about CCTV. Please could this still be a
prerequisite of a DCO if granted? It is the only reliable evidence should damage occur to a residents’
houses or traffic quotas exceeded/violated. The refusal to consider this can only in our opinion mean
they have no intention of keeping to the predicted traffic flow/composition quotas documented in the
DCO. Please help us!
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If the developer says it is not possible to
finish the development with their increased
flow of traffic/ or expanded access hours to
make up for adverse weather etc….. Where do
the residents of Waunfawr stand?

This allows 3 + months before
anything needs to be done about
violation
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Here if Gwynedd Council should deem the residents’ concerns justified we
could endure ~ 6 weeks before any action would be considered. Lets hope all
residents can arrange flexible working hours and survive on very little sleep.

Oh no! we are looking at 10 weeks. Thank you SPH… that buys you some leeway
doesn’t it? How pleased would any one reading this be if their neighbour bought a
device such as a compressed air gun and proceeded to let it off at different times
day and night. Their local council were only willing to review the noise (with
unknown mediation powers) after 10 weeks of day (or day and night) disturbance.
Please do not leave us at their mercy!

16

How about we get the CCTV set up and we will know who is on the road at what
time; who caused walls and houses to collapse; who knocked wing mirrors off
parked cars

17
5)

4 to 6 years (realistic with over optimistic work rates stated in tunnelling section and
uncertain conveying of slate) will not feel temporary. Some residents are unlikely to
out-live the duration of this construction and some children will be forced to
grow up listening to straining engines, breathing noxious fumes rolling from trucks hovering
meters from their gardens and many children in the village may not set foot on Fford Cefn Du
or Cefn Du during this time due to associated dangers. We appeal to the ExA to hypothetically
put their families into this situation whilst making their decision. Do they feel that the DCO
fairly protects families along this road from the worse effects of this scheme? SPH allegedly
considered alternative access routes and rather than a direct Q6 to Q1 route through the
industrialised hillside between the quarries, SPH chose to use the route most disruptive to the
largest number of people possible. Even routing construction through the fields of Waunfawr
would take the edge off the worst effects for the Waunfawr residents and the Groeslon cross
roads. Farmers were happy to discuss this option but were never approached.
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Lanes/Drives accessing upper section of proposed access route
To Q1
We still feel trapped
and unprotected from
SPH’s plans to commandeer
Fford Cefn Du

Most residents
have family members
who drive to work,
adding to already
lengthy commutes!

19

Major Incident: Accident blackspot

Still no pavement provision along all of the lane: we feel walkers and residents will be
forced to avoid using this lane for any form of recreation!
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No! to road widening & putting wide passing spaces outside peoples properties: Blight
Expecting these nice barriers?
Minimum width of “improved”
Fford Cefn Du

width of “improved” Fford
Cefn Du at bends
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Unresolved!

NON SUITABLE LANDSWAP/Access diversion

Shady swampy
Safety issue in windy weather
Would you recommend Waunfawr children
to walk to their friends in Llanberis through a
dying wood? Let your dog off the lead for
a bog run full of spikey branches?
Not Acceptable! (See Open Spaces objection)
Swap these common views for those?:

22E23Unresolved!

23 Unresolved!

Compromised amenities: never addressed! There are many riding
businesses/private liveries that rely on taking customers on these routes and
mountain bikers and families love this route

Key section for circular rides

Blasting/ construction traffic Hazard
Closed assess
Popular horse and cycle riding routes
that will not be useable during
4 years of construction ?

These include tourist attractions:
e.g. very popular Snowdonia Riding Stables

